26 April 2017 10:00 - 17:00
Corvinus University of Budapest (BCE) Building C
Közraktár Str. 4. H-1093 Budapest

Day of Silence
International Noise Awareness Day

Know the noise, appreciate the silence!

Listen to our acoustic environment: Not only what you see, but what you hear also makes our life unique!

Hope to see you at our programs!

INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS 10:00 - 16:00 in front of Building C, on the ground floor and first floor
- hearing test
- noise measurement and instrument exhibition
- games and contests
- getting familiar with the noise map
- “artificial ear” and individual hearing protection devices
- sound absorbing and soundproofing materials
- “LISTEN TO ME!” – the publication of the Ottó Herman Institute
- how does noise affect you? out-of-ear experience … and a healthy lifestyle

SCIENTIFIC-POPULARIZING MINI CONFERENCE 16:00 - 17:00 Building C, Library
András Muntag, Noise Expert: Decibel, Frequency and Co. - The Technical Background of Sound
Dr. Zsuzsa Román, Medical Specialist: Our Lives and the Noise - Physiological Effect Which We Tend To Ignore
Imre Körmeny, Architect: City, do you hear yourself? - The Sounds of the City as Part of the Local Identity
Tamás Koczo, Lutheran Pastor: Noise as a Handhold

YOGA CLASS 15:10 - 16:00 Building C, Dancing Hall

Main Organizer:
Corvinus University of Budapest

Supporting/Cooperating Organizations:
Budapest Főváros Kormányhivatala
Népegészségügyi Főosztály

Herman Ottó Intézet
A Hallás Társasága Alapítvány
EnvoPlus
Műegyetem 1782
Reziduum

Opakfi